Abstract-We used the electroencephalogram (EEG) to investigate whether positive and negative performance feedbacks exert different long-lasting modulations of electrical activity in a reasoning task. Nine college students serially tested hypotheses concerning a hidden rule by judging its presence or absence in triplets of digits, and revised them on the basis of an exogenous performance feedback. The scaling properties of the transition period between feedback and triplet presentation were investigated with detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA). DFA showed temporal scale-free dynamics of EEG activity in both feedback conditions for time scales larger than 150 ms. Furthermore, DFA revealed that negative feedback elicits significantly higher scaling exponents than positive feedback. This effect covers a wide network comprising parietooccipital and left frontal regions. We thus showed that specific task demands can modify the temporal scale-free dynamics of the ongoing brain activity. Putative neural correlates of these long-lasting feedback-specific modulations are proposed. When confronted with problems that they must solve under incomplete information, people typically generate and select hypotheses, and modify them according to feedback from the environment. Positive feedback should help in keeping the current hypothesis active and in keeping competing hypotheses in the foreground.
When confronted with problems that they must solve under incomplete information, people typically generate and select hypotheses, and modify them according to feedback from the environment. Positive feedback should help in keeping the current hypothesis active and in keeping competing hypotheses in the foreground.
Negative feedback is instrumental in shutting down neural activity associated to invalidated hypotheses, inhibiting hypothesis-feedback associations, and in promoting new hypothesis testing (HT) (Papo et al., 2003) .
The modalities through which performance feedback modulates subsequent activity are still poorly understood. Studies of the time course of brain electrical activity timelocked to performance feedback using event-related potentials (ERPs) showed that positive and negative feedback conditions were associated with topographically and chronometrically separable patterns of electrical brain activity (Papo et al., 2003; Miltner et al., 1997; Ruchsow et al., 2002; Muller et al., 2005) . Moreover, neuroimaging studies of performance feedback (Elliott et al., 1997; Monchi et al., 2001) showed that positive and negative feedback specifically activates separable fronto-limbico-striatal loops. Altogether, the regulatory properties of feedback were proposed to be fulfilled by a reward-related dopaminergic corticostriatal circuit (Holroyd and Coles, 2002) and its stress-driven resetting by medial temporal brain structures (Papo et al., 2003) .
Both ERP and neuroimaging studies concentrated on the short-run (Ͻ1 s) time-locked impulse-like effects of feedback. The underlying assumption was that this time window represents the characteristic temporal scale of the response to feedback. However, contrary to perceptual phenomena, the length and content of reasoning episodes are not strictly determined by the discrete events or stimuli promoting them. In fact, reasoning comes in episodes of uneven length. This variability is inherent to the phenomenon. On one hand, imposing a fixed trial length mainly modifies decision-making thresholds (Reddi and Carpenter, 2000) ; on the other hand, smoothing response times through learning sessions prior to test phases essentially modifies the cognitive task actually carried out. A related issue is represented by the fact that each reasoning episode comprises a number of simultaneously active processes such as attention, working memory, and rule generation. Although each of these processes unfolds at different characteristic temporal scales, they typically interact with each other, and this renders their separation both theoretically and practically impervious.
In the present study, we investigated whether positive and negative performance feedbacks exert differential enduring modulations of electric brain activity in a HT task.
We addressed this issue in the following way: 1) we did not disentangle the many processes simultaneously active in HT, but considered instead that the different cognitive ingredients are not separable (the whole is not just a pure addition of the parts); 2) we investigated how feedback modulates ongoing brain activity in a range of temporal scales, from those typical of single neuron activity to those allowed by the experiment.
Several studies have shown that ongoing brain activity at rest exhibits scale-free behavior: its temporal correlations are not dominated by a characteristic time scale, but rather extend with similar characteristics at all time scales up to tenths of seconds. Scale-free behavior is characterized by a power-law dependence of some measure of the system (e.g. the autocorrelation function, or the average of its fluctuations) on the scale of the system. In the case of the brain electrical activity, this means that the power-law dependence on time of one such measure is the same independently from the temporal resolution at which the observation is made, e.g. from the scale of milliseconds to the scale of seconds. This self-similar behavior is common to a large number of complex biological and non-biological systems (Stanley et al., 2000) , and reflects a tendency of these systems to self-organize at different scales independently from the mechanisms underlying their dynamics (Bak et al., 1987) . Scale-free behavior was shown for electroencephalogram (EEG) signal amplitudes (Novikov et al., 1997; Pereda et al., 1998; Watters, 1998; Freeman and Barrie, 2000; Hwa and Ferree, 2002; Le Van Quyen, 2003) , for amplitudes of alpha and beta band oscillations (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001 Nikulin and Brismar, 2005) , and for the duration of synchrony episodes between different brain areas in several frequency bands (Gong et al., 2003; Stam and de Bruin, 2004) . Spatial scale-free dynamics was also shown at scales ranging from a few millimeters to an entire hemisphere (Freeman and Barrie, 2000) . A few recent studies showed that scalefree dynamics is not only an intrinsic physiological property of spontaneous ongoing brain activity, but is modulated (and not disrupted) by passive sensory nerve stimulations (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004) or eye open/eye closed condition (Stam and de Bruin, 2004) . Two more studies examined the scale-free dynamics of the ongoing activity in several frequency bands relative to different cognitive tasks (music listening compared with text listening, a spatial imagination task and a rest condition (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2001) , imaginary and real visual-motor tracking (Popivanov et al., 2006) ) and found again that temporal scaling is modulated, but not disrupted, by different tasks.
Following these latter studies, we conjectured that performance feedback may modulate the scale-free dynamics of the ongoing brain activity associated with the subsequent performance of a complex cognitive task. To investigate this hypothesis, we re-analyzed the data from the EEG study of HT performed by Papo et al. (2003) . In this task, subjects serially tested hypotheses concerning a hidden rule by judging its presence or absence in triplets of digits, and revised them on the basis of an exogenous performance feedback. We focused on the period during which subjects, after having received either a positive or a negative feedback, are adjusting their hypotheses in order to optimally respond to the following triplet. We hypothesized that positive and negative feedbacks induce two separable dynamic regimes characterized by a quantitatively different scale-free behavior of the underlying ongoing brain activity during preparation of the response to a new triplet. In order to avoid the influence of the highamplitude transitory ERP evoked by feedback on the estimation of the scale-free behavior, we analyzed the temporal segment starting from 1.5 s after feedback, i.e. well after the extinction of the ERPs evoked by the feedback, and ending just before the new triplet presentation. Evoked responses have been shown to modestly affect long-range correlations in ongoing activity, provided long enough time series are taken into account (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004) . However, since the time interval considered in our study was of very limited length, our analysis tried to stay as far away as possible from the perceptually-evoked response, lest the whole interval of interest be dominated by the high amplitude of the early evoked potentials.
We investigated both the existence of scale-free dynamics of the raw EEG activity and its modulation by feedback with detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) , a method that estimates how the average temporal fluctuations of the signal at a particular time scale depend on that scale: a power-law dependence is the sign of scale-free behavior. DFA is a widely used estimator of scale-free behavior in biological time series because it is robust to spurious correlation detection induced by nonstationarities in the signal .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Subjects
Thirteen right-handed graduate and undergraduate students volunteered in the experiment. Subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. Three of them could not be kept for further analyses due to excessive rates of recording artifacts; while one subject was excluded because she was not naive as to the task's manipulations. The nine remaining subjects (five women and four men; mean ageϭ25, range 21-30 years) were all blind as to the experiment's objectives.
Stimuli and procedure
Subjects sat in front of a computer screen and judged, using a double-button press device, whether or not triplets of numbers were instances of a hidden rule chosen by the experimenter. At the beginning of each trial (Fig. 1) one triplet was presented. Subjects' responses appeared on the screen below the triplet, as an "O" and an "N" respectively for positive and negative responses. Following a time interval varying between 800 and 1200 ms, subjects received the experimenter's feedback on the computer screen, indicating whether their performance was correct or not. Positive and negative feedbacks were respectively represented by a green and a red square surrounding the letters symbolizing subjects' response. Triplet, subjects' response, and feedback stayed on the screen till 1 s after feedback onset. The screen was then offset before the following trial could start. There was a 3-5 s intertrial interval. There were 30 blocks of 10 trials each, corresponding to 30 different hidden rules. Subjects were informed that the rule was changed at the end of each block of trials. Successive blocks were separated by time intervals of the order of 30 s/1 min. Importantly, the feedbacks were controlled by the experimenter and not by subject's performance, as there were no rules behind the triplets. Feedback frequency was manipulated, so that an equal number of blocks respectively had 8:2, 5:5, and 2:8 positive-to-negative feedback ratios. In the (8:2) and (2:8) blocks the last five trials were paired to five consecutive positive and negative feedbacks respectively, while in all blocks the first five trials comprised either two or three positive/negative feedback responses. The order of presentation of blocks was quasi-randomized across subjects. All subjects were verbally debriefed after the experimental session, and none of them was aware of feedbacks being unrelated to performance. Thus, it can safely be stated that, for all practical purposes, no subject construed feedback as random, with all subjects behaving accordingly and trying to the best of their abilities to carry out the proposed hypothesis testing task. Importantly, analysis of variance revealed that response times increased as a function of the frequency of negative feedback. The fact that response times varied according to feedback frequency convincingly indicated the meaningfulness of this experimental manipulation (cf. Papo et al., 2003, Behavioral Results) . Behavioral results and analysis of ERPs time-locked to feedback presentation as a function of the feedback value (positive or negative) are extensively described and discussed in Papo et al. (2003) . The core result of the ERP study is that positive and negative feedback conditions were associated with topographically and chronometrically separable patterns of electrical brain activity. Positive trial-to-trial feedback elicited a parieto-central P300, whereas negative feedback was characterized by P200 -N240 complexes with a frontal-central onset and lasting longer than in posterior regions.
EEG recording system
Brain electrical activity was recorded from 62 electrodes positioned according to the extended 10 -20 system location, with a nasion reference. The electro-oculogram (EOG) was also recorded. The EEG was amplified (0.05-100 Hz) with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The analyses performed in this work are restricted to the innermost 39 electrodes shown in Fig. 2 .
Pre-processing and data epoching
Main analysis. Raw EEG data were corrected for blink, vertical and horizontal eye movements (Gratton et al., 1983) . Epochs of 2.5 s beginning 1.5 s after feedback presentation and 
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Fig. 2.
Channel location of the 39 electrodes used in this study.
ending 4 s after feedback presentation were extracted from the corrected data. Since triplet presentation occurred 4 -6 s after feedback presentation, the selected temporal segment is the largest segment of a fixed length ending before the arrival of the next triplet for all the trials. Since for each block, EEG recordings stop at feedback offset of the last trial, epochs were extracted from the first nine trials of every block, while no data were available for the preparation period following the last trial. Artifacted epochs were discarded by a semi-automatic artifact rejection procedure (thresholdϮ80 V). After pre-processing, on average 100 trials for each electrode, subject and condition were available for further analyses.
Control analysis. Due to the duration of the analyzed epochs (2.5 s), epochs containing at least one eye movement were relatively frequent. Although residuals of corrected eye movements are unlikely to affect the results of the analyses carried out in this study, in order to rule out any influence of eye movements and/or the eye movement correction algorithm on the results, a control analysis was directly performed on eye-movement-free raw data. Epochs of 2 s beginning 2 s after feedback presentation and ending 4 s after feedback presentation were extracted from the raw EEG data. As for the main analysis, epochs were extracted from the first nine trials of every block. Epochs containing both eye movements and other artifacts detected by a semiautomatic artifact rejection procedure (thresholdϮ80 V) were discarded. As a result, two more subjects were discarded because of the high rate of epoch rejection. An average of 30 artifact-free trials for each electrode, subject and condition was available for further analyses.
Estimation of scale-free behavior
The most intuitive way to characterize scale-free behavior of a time series x(t) is by looking at its temporal correlations, quantified by its autocorrelation function:
The autocorrelation function (1) is a measure of the "memory" of the time series, indicating how much the signal x(t) depends on its past value time steps before. This memory can be grossly quantified with the correlation time Tϭ͐ 0 ϱ C x ͑t͒dt, representing the characteristic time scale of the system. If T is finite, the system loses its memory for times tϾ ϾT. If however the autocorrelation function decays as
with 0Ͻ␤Ͻ1, then T diverges and no characteristic time scale exists. In this case, the time series x(t) possesses long-range scale-free correlations characterized by the scaling exponent ␤. Estimating ␤ from the power-law tail of the autocorrelation function is not the best method though, since noise and slow trends often distort the result. Moreover, temporal correlations in EEG time series are typically stronger than those described by Eq. 2. In this regime, called non-ergodic, the autocorrelation function cannot be defined anymore because it does not converge to the ensemble average for each temporal lag, but randomly and widely fluctuates around the average (Margolin and Barkai, 2005) . However, some other measures as those estimated by DFA and power spectrum analysis (PSA) may still exhibit power-law scale-free behavior.
DFA
DFA was introduced to characterize the scale-free behavior of non-stationary time-series (Peng et al., 1994 . We adapted DFA to our data statistics by the following three consecutive steps:
1) The time series x(t) of length N is integrated:
2) The integrated time series is divided into segments overlapping for one half of their length n (we verified that partial overlapping, used to having better statistics for long segments, does not alter the estimate; Herzel et al., 1994) . For each segment, a least-squares line is fit to the data, representing the trend in that segment. The y coordinate of the straight line segments is denoted by y n (t). Single-segment residuals are then obtained by subtracting the trend y n (t) from the integrated time series.
3) The root mean square fluctuation of the residuals is computed by
where t 0 , denoting the beginning of each segment, increases in jumps of n/2 along the sequence. Simulations (Peng et al., 1994; Buldyrev et al., 1995) and analytical studies (Taqqu et al., 1995; Heneghan and McDarby, 2000) have shown that F(n) has the asymptotic behavior:
where ␣ϭ0.5 for processes with a finite characteristic scale, while
if the autocorrelation function decays like in Eq. (2) with 0Ͻ␤Ͻ1. One major advantage of DFA over other methods is that if the system exhibits scale-free dynamics in the non-ergodic regime, DFA residuals still keep the power-law behavior of Eq. (4): ␣ϭ1 for 1/f noise, and ␣ϭ1.5 for brownian noise. Since EEG time series exhibit power-law temporal scaling with ␣Ͼ1 (Watters, 1998; Lee et al., 2002) , this property was crucial to our analysis.
For the main analysis, the segment length n ranged from 8 ms to 2.5 s, while for the control analysis it ranged from 8 ms to 2 s. In order to have a sufficient statistics, for every subject the single-trial mean square residuals were further averaged across all blocks over all trials corresponding to the same feedback type. The critical exponent ␣ was estimated by computing the slope of a linear least-square fit of F(n) on a log-log scale in the scaling range. As shown in the Results, the scaling range was restricted to 156 -1248 ms for the main analysis, and to 156 -998 ms for the control analysis.
PSA
In order to compare DFA to an alternative method for the detection of scaling, PSA was also used. The theoretic power spectrum of a process x(t) is defined as
The power spectrum is linked to the autocorrelation function by a Fourier transform. If the correlation time T of the process x(t) is finite, the power spectrum S(f) tends to a finite value for f¡0. If however the autocorrelation function decays like in Eq. (2) with 0Ͻ␤Ͻ1, the power spectrum diverges for f¡0 as
where ␥ϭ1Ϫ␤ (8) (Rangarajan and Ding, 2000) . The relation between ␥ and the exponent ␣ estimated by DFA is obtained by comparing Eq. (5) and Eq. (8):
As DFA residuals, if the system's dynamics is scale-free, the power spectrum still shows a power-law behavior in the nonergodic regime, corresponding to the exponent ␥ growing larger than 1. In fact, Heneghan and McDarby (2000) showed that PSA and DFA are theoretically equivalent measures. Therefore, PSA represents a valid alternative method to DFA to estimate the temporal scaling of EEG time series (Pereda et al., 1998; Freeman and Barrie, 2000; Le Van Quyen, 2003) . The power spectrum of the EEG time series was estimated by evaluating the power spectrum on every trial, and averaging across all trials. Single-trial power spectrum was estimated by its periodogram: each trial was divided in windows overlapping for one half of their length, the power spectrum of every window was computed as the square modulus of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) estimate, and the resulting values were averaged across all windows. The length of the window was half the length of the trial. We checked that no substantial difference emerged when using smoothing windows. As for DFA, for every subject single-trial power spectrum estimates were averaged across all blocks over all trials corresponding to the same feedback type. The critical exponent ␥ of Eq. (7) was then estimated by computing the slope of a linear least-square fit of the periodogram on a log-log scale in the scaling range. The frequency domain equivalent of the DFA scaling range was 0.8 -6.4 Hz. The corresponding exponent ␤ could then be computed through Eq. (8).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the difference between the scaling exponents in the two experimental conditions was performed by cluster randomization analysis (CRA) Fieldtrip software for EEG/MEG analysis, freely available at http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip, a statistical method that overrides the multiple comparison problem in comparing topographies of EEG measures (Takashima et al., 2006) . In its original formulation, CRA was conceived to analyze statistical differences in the ERPs/fields or in the time-frequency representation between two experimental conditions in EEG/MEG experiments. In our study, CRA on scaling exponents consisted of two steps: 1) A paired t-test was computed for every electrode between the scaling exponents of all subjects in the two conditions. The t-statistics array was then thresholded at Pϭ0.05 and passed as an argument to a cluster-finding algorithm to find all clusters of connected electrodes exceeding the threshold. The cluster-finding algorithm eliminates small isolated (hence physiologically not plausible) clusters by setting a minimum number of above-threshold neighboring electrodes to belong to a cluster (set to two in our study). 2) For every cluster, the cluster-level test statistics was computed as the sum of the t-statistics of every electrode belonging to that cluster. The null distribution (namely the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis) of the maximum of the different cluster-level test statistics was computed by randomly permuting the order of paired observations. P-values for the cluster-level statistics under this distribution of the maximum were then computed. These P-values represented the probability that the cluster having the maximum cluster-level statistics belongs to the null distribution. Clusters having P-values Ͻ0.05 were considered statistically significant in this study.
CRA on the power spectrum was computed following the same steps described above, with the only difference that the t-statistics array of step 1 had an additional dimension (frequency). Clusters could therefore extend over several frequency bins.
Surrogate data
In order to prove DFA and PSA efficiency in estimating the scaling exponents, surrogate time series were generated having scalefree dynamics with scaling exponents in the same range of those estimated in previous studies on raw EEG brain activity (Watters, 1998; Pereda et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2002; Le Van Quyen, 2003) . For the sake of simplicity, we generated dichotomic time series having either the value 1 or Ϫ1 at each time step. We followed the procedure used in Buiatti et al. (1999) . The sequence y i of random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1] was first transformed into the sequence i defined by
with Ͼ1. The sequence i is characterized by the distribution density () given by
The surrogate time series were generated from the sequence i by the following steps: for every i, a subsequence of nϭ[ i ]ϩ1 (where [...] indicates the integer part) identical 1s are added to the time series x(t), and a sign (1 or Ϫ1) is randomly assigned to the subsequence. In the simulations, the value Tϭ0.5 was used as in (Buiatti et al., 1999) . The resulting time series consists of a sequence of laminar regions (namely, subsequences having an identical value at all times) whose length has the power-law distribution of Eq. (11). In the range 2ϽϽ3, the autocorrelation function of such time series has a power-law decay as in Eq. (2), where the relation between the two exponents is ␤ϭϪ2 (Buiatti et al., 1999) . In order to check the efficiency of DFA and PSA in estimating the temporal scaling in the non-ergodic regime 1ϽϽ2, we extended the relations between the three exponents, ␣ϭ(4Ϫ)/2 and ␥ϭ3Ϫ to the non-ergodic regime 1ϽϽ2. The physical meaning of this extension was investigated in Kalashyan et al. (in press ).
RESULTS
Testing DFA and PSA on surrogate data
We first tested on surrogate data the efficiency of DFA and PSA to estimate the correct scaling with our experimental data statistics. As will be shown in the next section, the scaling range over which scaling exponents are estimated is restricted to the interval 156 -1248 ms. For every value of the scaling exponent ␣ between 0.7 and 1.3, we generated 100 independent groups of 70 time series (corresponding to the minimum number of observations per subject and condition in the main analysis), temporally correlated with the scaling exponent ␣ (see Experimental Procedures), each one as long as the experimental trials (1250 time steps). Scaling exponents were estimated for each one of the 100 groups of trials by following the same averaging and fitting procedure described in the Experimental Procedures for the main analysis, and by using the same time and frequency ranges to compute the fit.
Results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 3 . DFA clearly gives a very good estimate for every value of ␣, while PSA tends to increasingly overestimate ␣ for increasing ␣. Similar results (not shown) are obtained for the statistics of the control analysis, though due to poorer statistics, standard deviations are larger. We therefore used DFA to estimate the scaling exponents of the data.
A supplementary check of DFA efficiency was performed by computing DFA on the experimental data after randomly shuffling their temporal order (this corresponds to disrupting temporal correlations while leaving the data distribution unaffected). As theoretically predicted in the case of no correlations, DFA gave an average scaling exponent ␣ϭ0.50Ϯ0.01 (averageϮstandard deviation over all electrodes, subjects and conditions), and no statistically significant difference between positive and negative condition was detected (CRA gave no significant clusters).
Scaling range
We investigated whether, and in which temporal range, temporal correlations in the data exhibited power-law scaling. As shown in the example of Fig. 4 , DFA residuals exhibit a different behavior at two different time ranges: they show no scaling in the short-time range up to about ϭ150 ms, while they are very well fitted by a power law for times tϾ (the dotted line in the figure indicates the leastsquare fit to the data in the range 156 -1248 ms). Scaling exponents are generally larger than 1 for most subjects and electrodes, indicating a non-ergodic dynamical regime consistent with previously reported values (Watters, 1998; Pereda et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2002) . For times larger than 1248 ms, the trial's finite size causes the power-law fit to become highly irregular. This is most probably due to a lack of statistical power: only one or two residual estimates are computed from each trial in this range. We verified that this behavior is common to all subjects, electrodes and conditions. For every electrode, subject and condition, we therefore selected the range 156 -1248 ms to compute the associated scaling exponent.
Feedback modulates the scaling exponent
DFA analysis shows that feedback indeed modulates the scale-free dynamics of the ongoing activity: as illustrated by the slopes of the DFA residuals in the example of Fig. 5 , DFA scaling exponents of the EEG signals following negative feedback are higher than the ones following positive feedback. Fig. 6 summarizes the topography of the scaling exponents and the statistical significance of feedback modulation. Scaling exponents are higher in anterior regions than in posterior ones in both conditions in a similar fashion (left-hand and central scalp of Fig. 6 ). The difference between the two exponents in the two conditions, though small compared with the exponent variability across electrodes, is very coherent on wide brain areas (right scalp of Fig. 6 ). CRA gives a highly significant two-lobes cluster (Pϭ0.002) composed by a middle posterior area and a left anterior one. No other statistically significant clusters arise from CRA.
Scaling exponents also widely vary among subjects: the average of the exponents over all electrodes for every Fig. 3 . Plot of the average DFA estimates and average PSA estimates over 100 sets of surrogate data of the scaling exponent ␣ versus the true scaling exponent ␣ used to generate the time series. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. The segmented line represents ␣ϭ␣. DFA clearly gives a very good estimate for every value of ␣, while PSA tends to increasingly overestimate ␣ for increasing ␣. subject fluctuates between ␣ϭ1.03 and ␣ϭ1.39. However, feedback modulation is very coherent within every subject: the average exponent over the significantly different electrodes is higher for negative feedback than for positive feedback in eight subjects out of nine, and substantially equal in the remaining subject (Fig. 7) . Fit   Fig. 4 . DFA residuals F(n) as a function of time window length n (squares) in log-log scale, and linear least-square fit to F(n) in the range 156 -1248 ms (dashed line), relative to electrodes AFZ, FCZ, CPZ and POZ, subject 5, condition of positive feedback. DFA residuals exhibit robust power law scaling in the range 156 -1248 ms, while at shorter and longer time scales their behavior is irregular. Scaling exponent estimates are ␣ϭ1.17, ␣ϭ1.14, ␣ϭ1.14, ␣ϭ1.18, respectively. 
Feedback does not modulate power spectrum
We investigated whether feedback also modulates the EEG power spectrum at any specific frequency band. Data power spectrum is characterized by a low-frequency powerlaw decrease followed by a prominent alpha peak around 10 Hz in most posterior electrodes (Fig. 8) . However, no feedback modulation is visible. CRA on all frequency bands in the interval 0.05-90 Hz did not reveal any significant cluster in any frequency band (PϾ0.12), meaning no statistically significant difference between the two conditions in the whole EEG power spectrum.
Controlling the influence of eye movements
Due to the duration of the analyzed epochs (2.5 s), epochs containing at least one eye movement (EM) were relatively frequent. Despite the fact that residuals of EM surviving the artifact correction algorithm are unlikely to affect the results of the analyses carried out in this study, in order to explicitly rule out any influence of eye movements and/or of the eye movement correction algorithm on the results, we investigated whether: 1) feedback modulates EM; and 2) feedback modulation of the scaling exponent is attributable to the effect of EM.
Feedback modulates eye movements
Since we were interested in the amplitude of EM, but not in its sign, we measured the average of the absolute value of vertical and horizontal EM in the two conditions over all trials. We found that EM were quite frequent within about 800 ms after screen offset (hence in the first 300 ms of the time window explored in the main analysis), but quite rare in the rest of the period before triplet presentation. However, vertical EM were slightly but significantly larger for negative feedback than for positive feedback (paired t-test on the single subject absolute value averaged over the time window 1.5-4 s of the main analysis, PϽ0.03), while horizontal EM were not (PϾ0.18).
Feedback modulation of scaling exponents is independent of EM
In order to rule out the influence of EM residuals after the artifact correction algorithm on the feedback modulation of the scaling exponents, we recomputed the scaling exponents on the raw data after removal of all epochs containing EM (see Control Analysis in the Experimental Procedures for details). In this EM-free data set, no statistical difference was detectable between the residual EM signals of the two feedback conditions: paired t-test on the single subject absolute value averaged over the time window 2-4 s of the control analysis gave PϾ0.4 for both vertical and horizontal eye movements. Compared with the main analysis, data statistics were substantially reduced (seven subjects, an average of 30 trials per subject). However, simulations on surrogate data (see first section of Results) showed that the statistics were sufficient for a reliable estimate of the scaling exponents by DFA. The topography of the scaling exponents estimated from the EM-free data set (left and middle scalp in Fig. 9 ) showed a very similar distribution of both positive and negative feedback exponents to the one emerging from the main analysis, the only difference being a decrease of the most fronto-lateral exponents. The statistical analysis of the difference between the two conditions also confirmed the results of the first analysis (right scalp in Fig. 9 ): CRA revealed a two-lobes cluster consisting of a left anterior and middle posterior The right-hand scalp shows the topography of the statistically significant cluster resulting from CRA (Pϭ0.002), indicating a wide brain area in which negative feedback scaling exponents are significantly higher than positive feedback ones. The cluster comprises 17 electrodes out of 39. Colors for the electrodes belonging to the cluster indicate the difference of the averaged scaling exponents between positive feedback and negative feedback (see color bar). A zero difference is assigned to the electrodes not belonging to the cluster. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
area in which scaling exponents are significantly higher after negative feedback than after positive feedback (PϽ0.04). This cluster almost overlaps with the one emerging from the main analysis, confirming the previous Fig. 7 . Averages of single-subject DFA exponents over the electrodes belonging to the cluster showing significant feedback modulation. Black bars (gray bars) refer to positive (negative) feedback condition. The average exponent is higher for negative feedback than for positive feedback in eight subjects out of nine, and almost equal in the remaining subject. result. Residual EM surviving the EM correction algorithm may contribute to the high values of a few fronto-lateral scaling exponents emerging from the main analysis, and since they are also modulated by feedback, to the significant difference in the most frontal electrodes. However, the large overlap of the posterior and left anterior areas emerging from the two analyses strongly suggests that feedback modulation on these wide regions is largely independent from EM.
DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study is that the scale-free temporal dynamics of the brain electrical activity during a HT task is modulated by performance feedback: negative feedback elicits a higher degree of temporal scaling (i.e. a higher DFA scaling exponent) than positive feedback. We thus showed that specific task demands modulate the scale-free dynamics of the associated ongoing brain activity.
The two feedback conditions significantly differed at several electrodes clustered around two main areas: a left anterior and a middle posterior one. However, the topographic pattern of the scaling exponents was similar in the two conditions. This suggests that the brain activity modulated by feedback is widely distributed across different areas. This finding is consistent with the results of our previous study (Papo et al., 2006) , in which intracranial sources of activity at various narrow-band frequencies were estimated in the 100 -400 ms time-window following feedback onset. Positive and negative feedback were associated to early parahippocampo-cingular sources of alpha oscillations, and to late partially overlapping neural circuits, comprising regions in prefrontal, cingular, and temporal cortices, but operating at feedback-specific latencies and frequencies. However, given the non-linear nature of the DFA measure and the extended temporal range on which it is performed, inferences about the sources should remain highly speculative. Heuristically, higher exponent values for negative feedback can be explained in the following terms: following negative feedback, subjects ought to find a new hypothesis to test, after the previously tested one has been falsified. Contrary to the activity following positive feedback, subjects need to explore a potentially infinite space in order to select a new hypothesis to test. To explore this space in a more efficient manner, they need to keep track of their previous steps. Evidence from statistical physics suggests that efficient random searches under these conditions are characterized by scaling properties similar to those found in this paper (Viswanathan et al., 1999) . The associated electrical brain activity may then reflect this aspect by modulating the way the system weights its own past as in the present study or by increasing the time-span during which the signal keeps track of its own past. Alternatively, the modulation of the scaling exponent could reflect less specific aspects of the task, like task difficulty or arousal. Further studies are needed to investigate which aspects of such a complex cognitive task are more relevant in modulating the scalefree behavior.
DFA scaling exponents, in the range 1-1.4, are compatible with the ones estimated in other studies using DFA on resting ongoing EEG signals (Watters, 1998; Lee et al., 2002) , as well as using PSA (the two exponents being related by Eq. (9)) (Pereda et al., 1998; Freeman and Barrie, 2000; Le Van Quyen, 2003) . Scaling exponents are homogeneous over the posterior half of the scalp, and Fig. 9 . Topography of the DFA scaling exponents averaged across all subjects for positive (left-hand scalp) and negative (middle scalp) feedback conditions. The right-hand scalp shows the topography of the difference of the averaged scaling exponents between the two conditions for the set of electrodes for which the scaling exponents are significantly different as evaluated by CRA (Pϭ0.04). Negative feedback scaling exponents are significantly higher than positive feedback ones in a wide brain area largely overlapping the one emerged from the main analysis. A zero difference is assigned to the electrodes not belonging to this set.
increase toward the frontal areas (Fig. 6 ). This pattern is very similar in the two experimental conditions. The increase of frontal exponents is unlikely to be due to EM residual effects since it is also present in the eye-movement-free trials (Fig. 9) . Previous studies did not investigate the topography of the scaling exponents. Since our study did not comprise a rest condition, we do not know whether stronger temporal correlations in frontal areas are specific to the HT task, or more generally related to ongoing brain activity.
Our results highlighted two different correlation regimes: while no scaling appears at short time scales, a clear power-law scaling emerges uniformly across electrodes and subjects for time windows larger than 150 ms. A similar crossover around 100 ms has been shown and extensively discussed in a study of spontaneous ongoing brain activity (Hwa and Ferree, 2002) . This suggests that different time ranges are characterized by separable statistical properties (Varela, 1999) . A different dynamical origin can therefore be inferred. The disruption at short time scales of the long-range correlations present at larger scales could stem from the large peak around 10 Hz (Hwa and Ferree, 2002) , which is clearly visible in our data in the power spectrum of several posterior electrodes (Fig. 8 ). An alternative explanation has been proposed by Robinson (2003) , who suggested a relationship between crossover and dendritic constants. However, Hwa and Ferree (2002) found that short time scales also showed a scaling regime although with a scaling exponent that was significantly different from the long-range one. This may suggest that the crossover around 100 ms is a general property of the ongoing brain activity connected to the dominant alpha rhythm. On one hand, the lack of short-range scaling in our data may indicate that, on top of the temporal structure of the ongoing activity, there are task/stimulus-specific neural processes that disrupt scaling in the short range. On the other hand, the emergence of scale-free dynamics at longer ranges may suggest that the effect of transitory stimulations is a local perturbation that does not destroy the long-range temporal structure of the ongoing activity. This view is reinforced by the study of Linkenkaer-Hansen et al. (2004) , who found that brief passive nerve stimulations induce a decrease of the scaling exponent of longrange temporal correlations in alpha and beta oscillations, but not a disruption of the scaling.
Despite the short time range, surrogate data analysis shows that DFA is able to estimate the correct scaling. In addition, the absence of feedback modulation in any specific frequency band suggests that modulation of temporal scaling is genuine, and not influenced by any process having a characteristic time scale.
It must be pointed out that, by comparison to previous studies, scaling was examined on a relatively narrow range of time scales, though the widest allowed by the experiment. This limitation is hard to bypass when investigating the scale-free dynamics of task-related brain activity, which is often inherently short. However, we believe that this limitation does not invalidate the claim of scale-free behavior in the range that we were able to study: a large number of analogous studies on natural systems have been performed on similarly narrow ranges but are widely accepted as valid, as the limitation is inherent to natural systems (Avnir et al., 1998) .
Scale-free dynamics in ongoing brain activity
The emergence of scale-free behavior in the observed EEG activity may be explained by several hypotheses. Power-law, scale-free dynamics could simply arise as a result of the joint action of multiple processes, each with its own characteristic length. This explanation would be coherent with the heterogeneity of the time scales of the cognitive processes involved in the present study.
A more sophisticated theory suggests that the brain is in a state called critical in analogy with the behavior of equilibrium physical systems in the neighborhood of phase transitions. The critical state is characterized by fluctuations at all spatial and temporal scales, a phenomenon known as self-organized criticality (Bak et al., 1987 (Bak et al., , 1988 Maslov et al., 1994) which represents a good compromise between high susceptibility to perturbations and slowly decaying structural memory (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001; Bak et al., 1988; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004) . Evidence for the differential modulation of temporal scaling of oscillations at several frequency bands by different cognitive tasks (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2001; Popivanov et al., 2006) together with the results from the present study would indicate that external stimuli can modify the attitude of the system to respond to task-specific demands, and can modulate the way the signal keeps a memory of its own past, redefining the value of each moment to answer current task-specific needs (Hopfield and Brody, 2001 ). Our results further suggest that the modulation of the scale-free temporal dynamics of the ongoing activity can be driven by a discrete sensory stimulus within the same complex cognitive task.
The statistics underlying scale-free dynamics in EEG signals are poorly explored, probably due to their high non-stationarity. The link between scaling of DFA residuals and the statistical properties of the time series has been proved analytically only in the classical regime of weak chaos (Taqqu et al., 1995; Heneghan and McDarby, 2000) , where the autocorrelation function decays as a power law. However, the behavior of DFA and PSA in the non-ergodic regime where the autocorrelation function is not defined anymore is not supported by a clear theoretic analysis yet. A recent study shows how non-ergodicity influences the averaging, causing other estimation methods to fail, and why the scaling exponents estimated by DFA are not affected by this effect (Kalashyan et al., in press ).
Neural correlates of reasoning
The physiological basis of scale-free behavior of ongoing EEG oscillations has been suggested to be represented by neuronal activity-dependent plasticity operating at temporal scales within the scaling range, which would modify in a cumulative way the patterns of functional network connectivity (Azouz and Gray, 1999) . In particular, synaptic plasticity has been proposed as a possible basis for the emergence of critical states of neural network's oscillatory activity (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001) . The dynamical state of the synapse represents a transient memory buffer of the most recent segment of spike train previously sent to the synapse, and external stimuli may act by modulating this sliding window into the past (Maass et al., 2002) . Feedback may modulate scaling behavior by acting on excitatory subthreshold activity, which dominates ongoing activity (Freeman and Barrie, 2000; Davidsen and Schuster, 2000; Tsuda, 2001) , thereby varying the effective dimension of neuronal dynamics (Tsuda, 2001) . Feedback could affect threshold levels, e.g. by modulating neuronal excitability, or the threshold dynamics of neuronal activity (Richardson et al., 2003) , e.g. by modulating synaptic noise.
At different spatial and temporal scales, feedback could also exert its action on tonic neuromodulatory mechanisms. Following Papo et al. (2003) , we suggest that positive feedback may modulate subsequent reward-related responses by regulating tonic dopamine release, while negative feedback may modulate tonic noradrenaline activity and the overall level of available neuronal energy, thereby having an impact on both memory and affective processes that can be activated by the system (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003) .
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that the scale-free dynamics of the brain electrical activity are modulated by performance feedback during the preparatory period of a HT task. This result shows that specific cognitive demands can modulate the long-range temporal scaling properties of the ongoing brain activity. We believe that investigating the modulation of long-range scale-free brain temporal dynamics by cognitive processing is a potentially valuable approach to gain new insights on many complex cognitive processes.
A common view in the cognitive neuroscience of higher brain function holds that cognitive acts originate in the dynamics of loosely coupled modules (Van Orden et al., 2003) . The dynamics inside a module dominate interactions with other components, and observed behavior can be partitioned among these devices. However, the scaling of the EEG signal indicates that the various components of the cognitive process at study are not trivially separable (Tsuda, 2001) and that observed behavior is an emergent property of coherent neuronal phenomena active in a wide range of intertwined, not trivially separable temporal scales (Van Orden et al., 2003) . Variations in background noise arising from the coordination of time scales represent the signature of the underlying cognitive process, the neural correlates of which are represented by neurophysiological activity at all the scales characterized by similar correlations, from the neuronal constants' scale to that of observed behavior. This approach offers new possibilities to bridge the gap between the macroscopic level of behavior and the complexity of brain activity, with task-related neurophysiological activities unfolding at all temporal scales.
